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In this paper we propose a high-rate data hiding technique for audio signals suitable for
non-secure applications that require a large bit rate but no particular robustness to attacks.
More particularly, the proposed technique is suitable for enriched-content applications involv-
ing uncompressed PCM audio signals, as used in audio-CD and .wav formats. It applies the
Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) technique on the Modified Discrete Cosine Transform
(MDCT) or Integer MDCT (IntMDCT) coefficients of the signal. The basic principle is that
if these coefficients can be significantly modified by quantization in perceptual audio com-
pression with very moderate quality impairments, they can also be modified to embed data.
Following audio compression principles, a Psychoacoustic Model (PAM) is used at the embed-
ding stage to consider the properties of the human auditory system and match the inaudibility
constraint. The PAM is used to estimate the number of bits to be embedded in each MDCT
coefficient for each frame. The resulting set of values is transmitted to the decoder as a minor
part of the total embedded side-information. For this aim, a specific fixed embedding space is
allocated in the high frequencies of the spectrum. With this technique, simulations on real audio
signals show that bit rates of about 250 kbps per audio channel can be reached (depending on
the audio content).

1 INTRODUCTION

Data hiding consists in imperceptibly embedding infor-
mation in digital media. Theoretical fundamentals can be
found in [7], and the first papers and applications dedicated
to audio signals were developed in the 1990s [2, 8]. In its
beginning, data hiding for audio signals was mainly used
for the Digital Rights Management (DRM). The embedded
data were usually copyrights or information on the author
or the owner of the audio content (in this context data hid-
ing is often referred to as watermarking, and the embedded
data is the watermark). For such applications, the size of
the embedded data is relatively small, and a crucial issue
is the robustness of the watermark to malicious processes
(referred to as attacks) that aim at removing or modifying
it [1, 18]. Therefore, research has long been (and still is)
focused on enhancing the security and robustness of the
data hiding techniques, at the price of limited embedding
bit rate.

Data hiding is now used for non-secure applications as
well [5]. For example, in [25] watermarking is used to trans-
mit information that is used for the restoration of coding
artifacts on the host signal. “Enriched-content” applications
can use data hiding as a means to transmit side-information
to the user, in order to provide additional interaction with

the media. In this context the specifications of data hid-
ing are different from security applications. Here, a high
embedding rate is generally required to provide substantial
interactive features. Therefore, the technical issue is usually
to maximize the embedding bit rate under the double con-
straint of imperceptibility and robustness. Yet robustness is
here to be taken in the weak sense because the user has no
reason to impair the embedded data, since this would result
in losing the enriching features. Therefore, robustness is
generally limited to compliance with signal representation
in a given format or robustness to transmission errors. In this
paper we focus on high-rate data hiding for uncompressed
audio signals (i.e., 44.1 kHz 16-bit PCM samples, such as
audio-CD, .wav, .aiff, .flac formats), with potential appli-
cation to enriched-content music processing. For example,
the so-called Informed Source Separation techniques de-
veloped in [19, 20, 22] use embedded data to ease the sep-
aration of the different musical instruments and voices that
form a music signal. In the present study the embedding
constraints are inaudibility and robustness to time-domain
PCM quantization (so that the embedded host signal can be
stored or transmitted with usual uncompressed formats).

In the data hiding literature, when security and robust-
ness are not the main concerns, the highest bit rates are ob-
tained for data hiding techniques based on quantization. For
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example, in [9] and [10], Cvejic and Seppänen use the Least
Significant Bit (LSB) scheme, on either the temporal sam-
ples of the signals with bit rates around 170 kbps per channel
(kbps/c), or on the coefficients of a wavelet transform with
bit rates up to 400 kbps/c. In these works the inaudibility
constraint is not clearly defined and thus not entirely ex-
ploited. To maximize the embedding bit rate while sticking
as closely as possible to the inaudibility constraint, the prop-
erties of the human hearing system must be better taken into
account. This involves the use of a Psychoacoustic Model
(PAM). Since PAM are generally described in the frequency
domain, it seems relevant to perform the embedding on the
coefficients of a Time-Frequency (TF) transform of the sig-
nal, such as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) or the
Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT). In fact, the
combination of quantization, TF transform, and PAM is
actually the basis of most perceptual audio coding (PAC)
systems [3, 21]. For example, in MPEG 2 Advanced Audio
Coding (MPEG2-AAC) [15], the MDCT is first applied on
the signal and the MDCT coefficients are then quantized
with limited binary resources while the quantization error
is shaped below the masking threshold provided by the
MPEG2-AAC PAM. Such general scheme can be adapted
to data embedding: host audio signals are also transformed
into the MDCT domain, but the quantization stage is used
to embed binary information instead of coding the host
signal (i.e., the coefficients are modified according to the
information to be embedded). The PAM is used to control
the embedding error instead of the coding error. Finally
the embedded signal, obtained by inverse MDCT, consists
of time-domain PCM samples instead of a compressed bit
stream.

This principle has already been implemented in [14]. In
this study an LSB embedding scheme is applied on the
Integer MDCT (IntMDCT) coefficients of the signal. The
IntMDCT is an integer-valued approximation of the MDCT.
The number of bits used for the LSB scheme is controlled
by a PAM that is grossly estimated from the lead bits of
the short-term spectrum. This is to ensure that the PAM can
be exactly recalculated at the decoder to derive the corre-
sponding LSB decoding. However this limits the accuracy
of the PAM and may thus limit either the inaudibility or the
embedding bit rate, or both, depending on the tuning of the
system. With this approach and a basic PAM, embedding
bit rates around 140 kbps/c are reported.

In the present study we propose a new high-rate data
hiding technique also inspired from PAC principles. We
use the MDCT or the IntMDCT transform, and the result-
ing coefficients are quantized using the Quantization Index
Modulation (QIM) scheme [6], which is more general than
LSB quantization. We use an accurate PAM directly in-
spired from the MPEG2-AAC standard, and, more impor-
tantly, we derive an embedding scheme that does not need
recalculation of the PAM at the decoder. Instead, the time-
varying and frequency-varying parameters of the quantiza-
tion process are transmitted as a minor part of the embedded
information within a “subchannel” with fixed parameters.
This results in a very computationally efficient decoder and
also enables to fully exploit the PAM-based embedding ca-
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Fig. 1. Embedder (a) and decoder (b) diagrams of the proposed
high-rate audio data hiding system. xt is a frame of the host audio
signal and mt is the extra information to be embedded into xt .
Mt is the masking threshold (output of the PAM) and Ct are the
capacities. The notation .w indicates an embedded signal and the
notation .̂ indicates samples modified by PCM quantization.

pacity of the TF representation, leading to bit rates up to
350 kbps/c (depending on the musical content). Synchro-
nization issues will be considered: two specific cases rel-
evant for the proposed system will be detailed. However
the system is not designed for robustness to malicious at-
tacks, to most processing techniques that affect the signal
samples, and obviously to audio compression. Thus those
issues will not be discussed.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 is a general
overview of the system and Sec. 3 is a more detailed techni-
cal presentation. Results and comparison with state-of-the-
art data hiding system [10] (in terms of embedding bit rate
and audio quality) are then presented in Sec. 4. Section 5
concludes this article.

2 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE DATA HIDING
SYSTEM

In this section we provide a general overview of the pro-
posed data hiding system focusing on the main principles.
The functional blocks will be further detailed in Sec. 3. The
system consists of two main blocks (see Fig. 1):

� An embedder used to embed the data into the host
signal x in an imperceptible manner (Fig. 1a);

� A decoder used to recover the data from the embed-
ded host signal x̂w (Fig. 1b); the decoder is blind in
the sense that the original signal is assumed to be
unknown from the decoding part.

As already mentioned in the introduction, due to the re-
quirement of a high embedding bit rate, the data hiding
system is based on a quantization technique. However, di-
rectly quantizing the time-domain samples of the host signal
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quickly leads to a deterioration of the audio quality when the
bit rate increases. Therefore, at the coder, the time-domain
input signal x is first transformed in the time-frequency
(TF) domain using the MDCT or the IntMDCT1 (Block
➄). The MDCT is a real-valued frame-wise TF transform
widely used in audio processing. Note that boldfaced vari-
ables denote vectors or matrices. Subscript t denotes frame
index and f denotes frequency bin. For example if x is a sin-
gle channel time-domain signal, xt is the t th frame of this
signal, xt (n) represents the nth sample of frame t, and Xt ( f )
is the f-th coefficient of the MDCT transform of frame t.

Basically, the embedding process consists in quantizing
each MDCT coefficient Xt ( f ) (Block ➄) using a specific set
of quantizers S(Ct ( f )), following the QIM technique de-
scribed in [6] (see Sec. 3). Once the MDCT coefficients are
embedded, the signal is reverted back in the time-domain
using the inverse MDCT (IMDCT; Block ➅). Finally, the
embedded time-domain signal is converted using PCM cod-
ing (Block ➆).

As mentioned in the introduction, the key point of the
proposed method is that for each frame t, a PAM (Block
➁) provides a masking threshold Mt used to calculate the
embedding capacity vector Ct (Block ➂), i.e., the maxi-
mum size of the binary code to be embedded into each TF
coefficient under inaudibility constraint. It is very impor-
tant to note that the embedding capacities Ct ( f ) are crucial
parameters in the proposed data hiding technique: they not
only characterize the amount of embedded information,
but they also completely determine the configuration of
the QIM technique that is used to embed and retrieve this
information (see Sec. 3). In other words, the embedding
capacities Ct ( f ) determine at the same time how much in-
formation is embedded (in Xt ( f )) and how it is embedded
and retrieved. Consequently, the vector of capacity values
Ct must be known at the decoder. In the proposed system,
data hiding is the only way of transmitting information.
Therefore, those capacities Ct ( f ) have either to be esti-
mated from the transmitted signal at the decoder, or to be
transmitted within the host signal x, as a part of the embed-
ded data themselves. A series of preliminary experiments
have revealed that the first solution is not a trivial task: when
high bit rates are targeted (around hundreds of kbps/c), the
overall data hiding process modifies the host signal x in
such a way that the recalculation of the capacities Ct ( f )
by applying the PAM to the transmitted signal x̂w

t generally
provides wrong Ĉt ( f ) values. To overcome this problem
the lead bits principle can be used [14] to ensure an identi-
cal output of the PAM at the embedder and the decoder but
at the cost of a reduced embedding bit rate and a less accu-
rate PAM. Therefore, we rather consider the embedding of
the Ct ( f ) values and we propose the following process to
overcome those difficulties.

1 Those transforms will be briefly described in Sec. 3.1.1. The
differences resulting from each choice will be discussed in Secs.
3.1.1 and 4. When there is no need to differentiate between the
two transforms, the term MDCT is assumed to represent any of
the two.

At the embedder, the capacities Ct ( f ) are maximized
under inaudibility and robustness constraints for each TF
bin. This is the core of the proposed method that will be
detailed in Sec. 3.4. A small part of the available payload
located in the high frequencies of the spectrum is then used
to embed the values of the resulting capacities Ct ( f ) that
totally configure the data hiding process. The embedding
location of those Ct ( f ) values is fixed and independent of
the frame t to ensure blind decoding. The remaining payload
is used to embed the “useful” information mt . Note that in
the following, the set of Ct ( f ) values (plus potential error
correction codes and synchronization data, see Sec. 3.6) is
referred to as the side-information.

The decoding process is a simple inversion of the embed-
ding chain. At the decoder, the embedded signal x̂w

t is first
transformed in the TF domain (Block ➇). The embedding
location of the side-information being fixed and known at
the decoder, the decoded Ĉt ( f ) values are extracted (Block
➈). This information is then used to decode the “useful”
information mt embedded in the frame (Block ➉).

Finally, it can be worth noticing a particularity of this
data hiding system: the length N of the MDCT frame can
be chosen among several values (however once chosen this
length is fixed for the whole process). This is motivated by
two reasons: first, this length N is a parameter that is likely
to change the system performance (in terms of embedding
rate and audio quality), and thus it will be tested as such in
Sec. 4. Second, this system can be used jointly with appli-
cations that use the MDCT transform, hence the interest of
having the same frame length for the application and the
data hiding system to optimize the computational load.

3 DETAILED PRESENTATION

In this section we describe more precisely the main
blocks or techniques composing the data hiding system.
Section 3.1 presents the MDCT and IntMDCT transforms,
Sec. 3.2 presents the QIM embedding technique, and
Sec. 3.3 presents the PAM. In Sec. 3.4 we describe the
core of the proposed method, which is the calculation, en-
coding and embedding of the capacities. In Sec. 3.5 we
present how to easily control the embedding bit rate, and
finally in Sec. 3.6 we address synchronization issues.

3.1 Time-Frequency Transformation
3.1.1 MDCT

The MDCT is a very popular transform for audio pro-
cessing. In the present study the choice of the MDCT was
guided by several points:

� The MDCT is a transform with 50% overlap, which
shows good behavior against block effect (often
heard as “clicks” in audio signals).

� The MDCT coefficients are real-valued, as opposed
to complex coefficients for the DFT: it is easier to
perform a quantization-based embedding on a sin-
gle real value than on a pair of real/imaginary or
modulus/phase values.
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� Most importantly, the MDCT possesses the Time-
Domain Aliasing Cancellation (TDAC) property.
This means that, after modification of the coeffi-
cients in a given frame t by data embedding, trans-
forming to the time-domain (Block ➅) and back to
the MDCT domain (Blocks ➇) will yield the same
modified coefficients on frame t and also will not
affect the adjacent frames. In fact this is true only in
absence of PCM quantization noise (Block ➆), and
in the present study the PCM quantization will be
the only source of potential error to be accounted for
(see Sec. 3.4).

Technically, the MDCT coefficients of a given frame t of
N samples (N being even) of the host signal x is given for
each f ∈ [0, N

2 − 1] by:

Xt ( f ) = 2√
N

N−1∑
n=0

xt (n)w(n) cos

(
2π

N
n′ f ′

)
, (1)

where w is the analysis window, n′ = n + N
4 + 1

2 , and f ′ =
f + 1

2 . The inverse transformation of the same frame is
given for each n ∈ [0, N − 1] by:

x̃t (n) = 2√
N

w(n)

N
2 −1∑
f =0

Xt ( f ) cos

(
2π

N
n′ f ′

)
. (2)

Note that x̃t �= xt : the signal is perfectly reconstructed
only after the overlap-add if w satisfies the Princen-Bradley
conditions [24]:

∀n ∈
[

0,
N

2
− 1

] {
w2(n) + w2

(
n + N

2

) = 1
w(n) = w(N − 1 − n)

. (3)

In the present study we use a Kaiser–Bessel Derived win-
dow, which satisfies these conditions.

3.1.2 IntMDCT
The disadvantage of using the MDCT is that the 16-

bit PCM quantization (Block ➆) introduces a noise on the
decoded MDCT coefficients (see Sec. 3.4), leading to pos-
sibly wrong decoded values for the embedded data m. To
get rid of this problem, an integer-valued transform can be
used, i.e., a bijection from ZN to ZN . We thus consider the
IntMDCT which is an integer-to-integer approximation of
the MDCT. One of the possible ways for building such an
integer approximation is the following [13]: the first step is
to decompose the transform matrix in a product of matrices
that can be either permutation matrices or block diagonal
matrices with each block consisting of:

� A 1-by-1 matrix 1 or −1, or

� A 2-by-2 Givens rotation R(θ) =
(

cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

)
.

A permutation is directly a bijection form ZN to ZN , so
the integer approximation problem comes down to the inte-
ger approximation of the Givens rotations. If θ = kπ/2(k ∈
Z), the Givens rotation is a bijection from Z2 to Z2.

Otherwise, denoting c = cos θ and s = sin θ the follow-
ing factorization in lifting steps [11] can be done:(

c s
−s c

)
=

(
1 0

c−1
s 1

) (
1 s
0 1

) (
1 0

c−1
s 1

)
. (4)

If we note la = ( 1 0
a 1 ) and .T the matrix transposition,

then we have R(θ) = l c−1
s

· lT
s · l c−1

s
. la corresponds to an

operator:

La : R2 −→ R2

(x, y) −→ (x, y + ax)
(5)

The last part for building the integer approximation is to
approximate operators La by the operators:

IntLa : Z2 −→ Z2

(x, y) −→ (x, [y + ax])
(6)

where [.] denotes the rounding operation. Also notice that
if we note IntR(θ) the integer approximation of R(θ) then
we have:

R(θ)−1 = R(−θ) (7)

IntR(θ)−1 = IntR(−θ), (8)

which means that the IntIMDCT will be the inverse of the
IntMDCT, resulting in a coherent framework.

Applying this process directly on the MDCT matrix (i.e.,
the matrix used to compute Xt from xt ) is not possible,
since this matrix is not square (N/2-by-N). However it can
be shown that the whole MDCT transform process is the
cascading of two operations [13]: windowing with overlap
and DCT4. As the windowing operation and the DCT4
are orthogonal transforms, the corresponding matrices can
be decomposed as explained above. The decomposition of
the windowing matrix is straightforward, whereas for the
DCT4 we use the decomposition developed in [27].

3.2 Embedding Technique: QIM
The Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) is a

quantization-based embedding technique introduced in [6].
The scalar version of the technique is used here (embedding
at Blocks ➃ and ➄, and decoding at Blocks ➈ and ➉), which
means that each MDCT coefficient Xt ( f ) is modified by
the QIM independently from the others.

The embedding principle is the following. If Xt ( f ) is
the MDCT coefficient that has to be processed with capac-
ity Ct ( f ), then a unique set S(Ct ( f )) of 2Ct ( f ) quantizers
{Qc}0≤c≤2Ct ( f )−1 is defined with a fixed arbitrary rule. This
implies that for a given value Ct ( f ) the set generated at
the decoder is the same as the one generated at the em-
bedder. The quantization levels of the different quantizers
are intertwined (see Fig. 2) and each quantizer is indexed
by a Ct ( f )-bit codeword c. Note that the quantizers are
uniform, the indexation follows the Gray code, and the in-
tertwining is regular to simplify the implementation and
minimize the Bit Error Rate (BER). Embedding the code-
word c into the MDCT coefficient Xt ( f ) is simply made
by quantizing Xt ( f ) with the quantizer Qc indexed by c
(see Fig. 2 for an example). In other words, the MDCT
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coefficient Xt ( f ) is replaced by its closest code-indexed
quantized value: Xw

t ( f ) = Qc (Xt ( f )).
The decoding principle is also very simple: if the ca-

pacity Ct ( f ) is known at the decoder, the set of quantizers
S(Ct ( f )) is generated (and is the same as the one gen-
erated at the embedder). Then, the quantizer Qc with the
quantization level that is the closest to the received embed-
ded MDCT coefficient X̂w

t ( f ) is selected, and the decoded
message is the index c of the selected quantizer.

Obviously if one wants to transmit a large binary mes-
sage m, it has to be previously split into sub-messages mt

that are embedded into the corresponding frame. In each
frame, mt has to be spread across the different MDCT
coefficients according to the local capacity values (Block
➃), so that each MDCT coefficient carries a small part of
the complete message. Conversely, the decoded elementary
messages have to be concatenated to recover the complete
message.

3.3 Psychoacoustic Model (PAM)
The PAM used in our system (Block ➁) is directly in-

spired from the PAM of the MPEG2-AAC standard [15],
with some adaptations allowing the user to adjust the frame
length N. The output of the PAM is a masking threshold Mt ,
which represents the maximum power of the quantization
error that can be introduced while ensuring inaudibility.
The calculations are made in the time-frequency domain,
however the transform used for the computations inside the
PAM is not the MDCT but the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT). The main computations consist first in a convolution
of the DFT power spectrum of the host signal with a spread-
ing function that models elementary frequency masking
phenomenons to obtain a first masking curve. This curve
is then adjusted according to the tonality of the signal2,

2 The main reason why the PAM of the MPEG2-AAC works
with the DFT and not the MDCT is because the phase information
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Fig. 3. Example of a masking threshold given by the PAM with
frame length N = 2048.

and the absolute threshold of hearing is integrated. After
that, some pre-echo control is applied, resulting in the DFT
masking threshold (see Fig. 3 for an example). From the
DFT spectrum and the DFT masking threshold a Signal-
to-Mask Ratio (SMR) is computed (for each frequency bin
f). This SMR is then used to obtain the MDCT masking
threshold Mt (by simply computing the ratio between the
MDCT power spectrum coefficients and the SMR coeffi-
cients). This masking threshold Mt is then used to shape
the embedding noise (under this curve) so that it remains
inaudible. Note that in order to control the embedding rate,
it is possible to adjust the masking threshold Mt by trans-
lating it by a factor α (in dB) (see Sec. 3.5).

An important characteristic of the MPEG2-AAC PAM
is that all the intermediate parameters used in the masking
threshold calculation are not defined for each frequency
bin f but for “partitions.” In MPEG2-AAC, the partitions
are approximately equal to the minimum between a third
of a Bark-scale critical band [29] and a frequency bin in
order to achieve good quality. The MPEG2/4-AAC standard
uses different window lengths (e.g., 2048 and 256 time-
samples for long windows and short windows respectively
in MPEG2-AAC), and the corresponding partition limits
are saved in tables. In order to ensure the adaptability of
our system to different window lengths N, an algorithm
computing the partitions for a given length N has been
developed (eligible values for N being powers of 2). This
algorithm simply computes the partitions limits starting
from frequency bin 0 and choosing for each partition the
size (in number of frequency bins) that is the closest to a
third of a critical band (using the analytical expression for
the conversion Bark/Hertz given in [26]).

3.4 Computation of the Capacities
In the proposed system three sets of parameters have

to be set: the capacities Ct ( f ), the step sizes of the QIM
quantizers �t(f), and the minimum distance between two
different QIM quantizers levels �QIM (see Fig. 2). However,
due to the regular intertwining of the QIM quantizers, those
parameters are linked by the fundamental relation:

�t ( f ) = 2Ct ( f ) · �QIM (9)

given by the DFT can be used to estimate the tonality of the signal
in a better way than it is possible with the MDCT.
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and thus only two parameters have to be set. In order to
set those parameters two constraints have to be taken into
account:

� Robustness: the data hiding process must be robust
to the PCM quantization of the host audio signal.
In other words, the embedded data must remain de-
codable from MDCT coefficients corrupted by the
time-domain PCM quantization.

� Inaudibility: the data-hiding process must not (or
only very slightly) impair the audio quality of the
host signal.

The problem is thus to optimize the embedding rate under
these two constraints. The robustness constraint will set
�QIM, and we will see in the following that this parameter
does not depend on t or f. The inaudibility constraint will
then set the two remaining parameters.

3.4.1 Setting of �QIM (Robustness)
Although the goal of the system is not the robustness

to attacks, it must be robust to the PCM quantization of
the time samples of the host signal x. In the present study
we consider 16-bit PCM since it is a very usual format for
uncompressed audio signals (e.g., it is used in audio-CD,
.wav, .aiff, .flac). First, we need to know the effects of the
time-domain PCM quantization of xw on the TF coefficients
Xw

t . We consider the 16-bit PCM time-domain samples as
integer values between −215 and 215 − 1. In the case of the
IntMDCT there is no noise introduced by the 16-bit PCM
quantization since the IntMDCT is an integer-to-integer
mapping. Thus the only constraint is that the quantized
IntMDCT coefficients Xw

t ( f ) remain integers, i.e.:

�QIM = 1. (IntMDCT) (10)

For the MDCT case, we use the classical (and realis-
tic) hypothesis that the quantization error bt (n) introduced
on the time-domain samples xw

t (n) is an independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence, following a uniform
distribution. Still considering the 16-bit PCM time-domain
samples as integer values, the corresponding quantization
step �PCM is equal to 1. Let U(a, b) be the uniform distri-
bution within [a, b], then we have:

∀t,∀n ∈ [0, N − 1] , bt (n) ∼ U
(
−�PCM

2
,
�PCM

2

)
. (11)

Using the Central Limit Theorem, it can be proven
that the noise Bt ( f ) introduced on the MDCT coefficients
Xw

t ( f ) follows a normal distribution (see Appendix) :

∀t,∀ f ∈
[

0,
N

2
− 1

]
, Bt ( f ) ∼ N

(
0, σ2

Bt ( f )

)
. (12)

Moreover, when using the normalized version of the
MDCT as is the case here, it can be easily shown that
the variance σ2

Bt ( f ) is equal to the variance of the PCM
quantization noise in the time domain. This variance is thus

independent of the frame t and the frequency index f (see
Appendix):

σ2
Bt ( f ) = σ2

PCM = σ2 = �2
PCM

12
. (13)

In summary, the effect of the time-domain PCM quan-
tization on the MDCT coefficients can be modeled as an
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). Thus on first ap-
proximation the minimum distance �QIM between two lev-
els of the set of quantizers S(Ct ( f )) can be set to achieve
an expected error ratio pe:

�QIM = 2 ·
√

2σ2erf−1 (1 − pe) , (MDCT) (14)

with erf the usual error function:

erf(x) = 2√
π

∫ x

0
e−t2

dt. (15)

This expected error ratio pe is not exactly an expected
BER, it is rather a Symbol Error Rate (SER), each symbol
being the data embedded in one MDCT coefficient and thus
of variable size. The BER should thus be quite lower than
pe. Comparisons between theoretical SER and BER and
their estimated values will be discussed in Sec. 4.

3.4.2 Calculation of Ct(f ) (Inaudibility)
The inaudibility constraint is guided by the masking

threshold Mt provided by the PAM. Specifically, the con-
straint is that the power of the embedding error in the worst
case remains under the masking threshold Mt . As the em-
bedding is performed by quantization, the embedding error
in the worst case is equal to half the quantization step �t(f),
which is directly related to Ct ( f ) through Eq. (9). Thus the
inaudibility constraint in a given TF bin can be written as:(

�t ( f )

2

)2

< Mt ( f ). (16)

For a given frame t, we simply combine Eq. (9) and Eq.
(16) to obtain for each f ∈ [

0, N
2 − 1

]
:

Ct ( f ) <
1

2
log2

(
Mt ( f )

�2
QIM

)
+ 1. (17)

Since the capacity per coefficient is an integer number of
bits, and we want to maximize this capacity, we choose:

Ct ( f ) =
⌊

1

2
log2

(
Mt ( f )

�2
QIM

)
+ 1

⌋
. (18)

where 
.� denotes the floor function. Recall that in the
MDCT case, �QIM is given by Eq. (14), whereas in the
IntMDCT case �QIM = 1. Experimentally, the resulting
values are always lower than 15.3 Thus those values are

3 It can be noted that this maximal value of 15 bits for a single
coefficient is a very high capacity; it is comparable to the num-
ber of bits necessary for accurate PCM coding of time-domain
samples. However, as detailed in the results section, all MDCT
coefficients cannot carry such a large amount of embedded infor-
mation.
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coded with 4-bit codewords (from 0 to 15), in order to
transmit them as side-information (Block ➃).

3.4.3 Subband Processing
Embedding 4 bits of side-information per frequency bin

is not appropriate as it would require 176.4 kpbs/c of em-
bedding bit rate (44100 MDCT coefficients per second ×
4 bits) lost for the “useful” information m. For this rea-
son, embedding subbands are defined as groups of adjacent
frequency bins where the capacities Ct ( f ) are fixed to the
same value.4 The capacity value within each subband b,
denoted C̃t (b), is given by applying Eq. (18) using the min-
imum value of the mask within the subband. Preliminary
experiments have shown that equally spaced subbands give
the best results (in particular when compared to log-scale
subbands such as the Bark scale). To further simplify the
implementation, a subband size of Nb = 32 bins was chosen:
∀t, ∀b ∈ [0, N/64 − 1],

C̃t (b) = min
f ∈[bNb,(b+1)Nb−1]

Ct ( f ). (19)

In this case, the message m can be seen as a round number
of 32-bit words, and each frame contains a round number of
those words. This way the bit rate needed to transmit the ca-
pacities is reduced to about 5.5 kbps/c, which is reasonable
given that the targeted embedding bit rates are around hun-
dreds of kbps/c. This side-information is completed with er-
ror correcting codes and synchronization information (see
Sec. 3.6), resulting in a total side-information bit rate of
less than 10 kbps/c.

Now that the side-information is small enough to be em-
bedded in the host signal in addition to the “useful” infor-
mation m, a fixed embedding “subchannel” must be chosen
to embed it, so that it can be retrieved at the decoder with-
out recalculating the PAM while remaining inaudible. This
embedding subchannel dedicated to the side-information is
chosen as the LSB of the QIM in the highest frequencies of
each frame. This is possible for two reasons:

� Because the QIM quantizers are intertwined, the
QIM enables hierarchical/scalable decoding. Indeed,
if a coefficient is embedded with a capacity of Ct ( f )
bits, there is no need to know the value of Ct ( f )
to decode the CSI LSB (assuming of course that
CSI ≤ Ct ( f )). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a 2-
bit code and 1 LSB, and it can be easily generalized
to larger code and LSB sizes.

� The absolute threshold of hearing is very high in the
high frequency region, particularly at 44.1 kHz sam-
pling frequency. This allows us to set the number of
LSB dedicated to side-information embedding to up
to 3 per MDCT coefficient, while ensuring inaudi-
bility with a fair margin.

The exact configuration depends on the frame length N,
but is arbitrarily fixed for each N value (number of embed-

4 Those subbands are similar to the coding subbands used in
compression: for each coding band, only one quantizer is used.
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ding subbands for side-information embedding, and num-
ber of LSB used). For example, for N = 2048, the bit rate
for the capacities is 5.5 kbps/c, the total side-information bit
rate is 6.9 kbps/c corresponding to 160 bits per frame, hence
the number of subbands concerned by the side-information
embedding is 2, with respectively 2 and 3 LSB for subbands
30 and 31 respectively (see Fig. 5).

The decoding of a frame is then done by:

� Decoding of the side-information in the LSB of the
high frequency subbands; this provides the decoded
capacities Ĉt (b).

� Decoding of the “useful information” using Ĉt (b).

3.5 Control of the Embedding Bit Rate
The “useful” embedding bit rate R is given by the average

number of embedded bits per second of signal minus the
bit rate of the side-information. It is obtained by summing
the capacities over the TF plan, dividing the result by the
signal duration D and subtracting the side-information bit
rate RSI:

R =
∑

t Nb
∑

b C̃t (b)

D
− RSI. (20)

It is possible to control the embedding rate by translating
the masking threshold of the PAM by a scaling factor α (in
dB), i.e., using the following variant of Eq. (18):

Cα
t ( f ) =

⌊
1

2
log2

(
Mt ( f ) · 10

α
10

�2
QIM

)
+ 1

⌋
. (21)
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Similarly to the rate-distortion theory of source coding
signal quality is expected to decrease as embedding rate
increases and vice-versa. When α > 0 dB, the masking
threshold is raised. Larger values of the quantization er-
ror allows for larger capacities (and thus higher embedding
rate), at the price of potentially lower quality. At the op-
posite, when α < 0 dB, the masking threshold is lowered,
leading to a “safety margin” for the inaudibility of the em-
bedding process, at the price of lower embedding rate. An
end-user of the proposed system can thus look for the best
trade-off between rate and quality for a given application.

Let us denote by Rα the embedding rate corresponding
to a translation of αdB. It can be easily shown that Eq. (21)
leads to the following relationship between Rα and the basic
rate R = R0:5

Rα � R + α · log2 (10)

20
. (22)

This linear relation enables to easily control the embed-
ding rate by the setting of α. Alternately, if the end-user
wants to embed a given number of 32-bit codewords in the
host signal x, it is possible to translate the masking thresh-
old “exactly” in order to reach the desired payload. This
should guarantee that for a given payload, the embedding is
done in the best possible way from a psychoacoustic point
of view. Obviously, raising the masking threshold by too
large a value in order to heavily increase the payload means
that the user accepts potentially audible degradations.

3.6 Synchronization
Although we have mentioned that the proposed system

is not intended to be robust to attacks, we have to mention
that synchronization errors can occur and must be dealt
with. We address here two special cases that are important,
stand-alone and global data.

3.6.1 Stand-Alone
In this case, the message embedded in each frame is

stand-alone and related to its host frame only. The mes-
sage embedded in a given frame must be decoded without
having to decode from the beginning of the musical signal.
Thus the problem is to know exactly where the embedding
frames within the signal are located. In the present study
we propose to simply add a checksum (similarly to what
is proposed in [14]) located at the same place as the trans-
mitted C̃t (b) values. The strategy at the decoder is then the
following: the side-information from the current frame is
decoded and the checksum calculated. If it is different from
the checksum embedded within the side-information, the
frame is shifted by 1 time-domain sample, and this process
is repeated until the computed checksum corresponds to
the embedded one. For more robustness, several adjacent
frames can be tested instead of only one. However testing
many adjacent frames can hinder “real-time” decoding.

5 Actually, the approximation is an exact equality for α multiple
of 10log10(4), and we have checked that the approximation is very
good, since the embedding rate results from the averaging on a
large number of capacity values.

Table 1. Perceptual interpretation of ODG/SDG
values.

ODG/SDG Impairment description

0.0 Imperceptible
–0.1 to –1 Perceptible, but not annoying
–1.1 to –2 Slightly annoying
–2.1 to –3 Annoying
–3.1 to –4 Very annoying

3.6.2 Global Data
In this case, the embedded message is quite large and

embedded in the whole music signal. The number of de-
coded bits has to be the same as the number of embedded
bits. This is a crucial issue in the presented system (partic-
ularly when using the classical MDCT) due to the double
decoding process: if an error occurs in the decoding of the
capacity values then the number of bits of the decoded mes-
sage mt can be wrong. To overcome this problem we add
additional information to be transmitted with the capacity
values: the number of 32-bit codewords embedded in the
previous frames pt and the number of 32-bit codewords em-
bedded in the next frames nt. The strategy at the decoder
is the following: the side-information is decoded for the
whole signal. Then for each frame the number of decoded
bits is added with nt and pt. Those sums should be identical
for all the frames. The frames where the sum is different
are frames where an error has occurred. It is possible to
know how many bits were embedded in this frame and thus
the missing entries can be filled with arbitrary values (for
example zeros).

Note that in both stand-alone and global data cases, the
fixed embedding location is protected by a BCH code [23].

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Data and Experimental Settings
The main data set used for our experiments, data1, con-

sists of 96 stereo 30-second duration excerpts (i.e., 48 min-
utes of stereo music) taken from commercial releases of
various musical styles (pop, rock, jazz, classical, folk, reg-
gae, latino, and rap). In Sec. 4.2 we first check the BER
and the efficiency of the synchronization strategies. Then
the results are presented as quality-rate curves in Secs. 4.3
and 4.4. Since there are many signals and many parame-
ters (MDCT and IntMDCT, frame length, embedding bit
rate), it was not possible to perform subjective listening
tests for all the combinations. We first performed extensive
objective measurements using the PEAQ algorithm [17]
(the basic version was used). This algorithm compares the
original and the modified signal and returns an Objective
Difference Grade (ODG), which perceptual interpretation
is given in Table 1. Then we conducted formal subjec-
tive listening tests on a reduced second data set, data2 to
confirm the reliability of the PEAQ measures in Sec. 4.5.
This second data set consists of 8 stereo 10-second dura-
tion excerpts of the same different musical styles that were
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Fig. 6. Quality-rate curves of the proposed embedding system for the MDCT (with pe = 10−4) (left) or the IntMDCT (right). Quality is
expressed in terms of average ODG (top) or median ODG (bottom) calculated on the complete dataset data1 (48 mn of stereo music of
8 different styles).

Table 2. Theoretical value, experimental value, and confidence
intervals for the BER and SER. The confidence interval used is

Wilson’s confidence interval [4, 28].

Quantity Theoretical Estimated CI (5%)

SER 10−6 0.96 · 10−6 [0.88, 1.04]10−6

BER – 1.54 · 10−7 [1.41, 1.68]10−7

deemed appropriate to test the limits of the system (e.g.,
strong percussive sounds).

4.2 BER and Synchronization
4.2.1 BER

In the case of MDCT, we made the following experiment
to check that the experimental BER/SER corresponds to the
theoretical setting of Eq. (14). Here, we set pe = 10−6. As-
suming correct synchronization, we transmitted about nb =
3.2 · 109 bits of data, distributed among about nc = 5.3 · 108

MDCT coefficients. As can be seen in Table 2, the obtained
SER experimental value ŜE R is very close to the theoret-
ical one (the theoretical SER is inside the 5% confidence
interval of the estimate), which confirms the relevance of
the approximation that the noise on the MDCT coefficients
is an AWGN. Moreover, we have B̂ E R · nb/nc � ŜE R,
which means that one erroneous symbol generally leads to
only one erroneous bit.

As for the IntMDCT case, as said before, because the
IntMDCT is an integer-to-integer mapping there is no de-
coding error and thus both the theoretical and experimental
BER and SER are all 0.

4.2.2 Synchronization
For both MDCT and IntMDCT, we checked the effi-

ciency of the proposed strategy for the synchronization of
embedding frames. We performed the decoding of about
80000 frames of the dataset data1 (out of about 250000
frames) with a frame misalignment taking uniformly dis-
tributed random values within [1, N/2 − 1]. The checksum
strategy allowed to recover frame synchronization in all
cases for the IntMDCT and in all but two cases for the
MDCT. Such re-synchronization errors can be due to two
factors: the checksum can happen to be correct even though
the frame is still not aligned; and conversely even if the
frame is correctly aligned errors due to the PCM quantiza-
tion can corrupt the checksum (in the MDCT case only).
However, those errors happen very rarely and a multiple
frame re-synchronization strategy can fix this problem (at
the price of increased computational cost).

4.3 Quality-Rate Curves
In this subsection we report the results that we obtained

in terms of (PEAQ) ODG, averaged on the complete dataset
data1, for both MDCT and IntMDCT transforms, for dif-
ferent frame lengths N, and 8 different embedding bit rates
approximately ranging from 100 to 400 kbps/c. Those bit
rates were chosen to be multiples of 44.1 kbps/c to ease the
comparison with the system of [10] in Sec. 4.4 and were
obtained by appropriately setting the value of α in Eq. (21).
The tested frame lengths were 256, 512, 1024, 2048, and
4096. The results are shown in Fig. 6, only for N = 512,
2048, 4096 for clarity, but the results for N = 256 and 1024
are consistent.
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Fig. 7. Quality-rate curves for the proposed data hiding system
with frame length 2048, for both MDCT (with pe = 10−4) and
IntMDCT and for the reference system of [10]. Average (top) and
median ODG (bottom) calculated on dataset data1. Bit rates are
set every 44.1 kbps/c, from 88.2 kbps/c to 396.9 kbps/c.

First, it can be noted that each curve follows the same
expected general trend: it is first constant at an ODG of 0
or close to 0 and then monotonically decreases. Low em-
bedding bit rates do not impair the signal quality. Then the
modifications become audible and quality drops as bit rate
increases. For the MDCT, the median maximum bit rate for
an ODG of 0 (no impairment) is around 220 kbps/c. The
corresponding average ODG value is about –0.3. For the
IntMDCT the median maximum bit rate for an ODG of 0
(no impairment) is around 265 kbps/c. The corresponding
average ODG value is also about –0.3. Thus the IntMDCT
seems to be systematically more efficient than the MDCT
for QIM-based data embedding. This can be explained by
the fact that for this experiment pe is set to 10−4. Thus,
using Eq. (14) we can see that for the MDCT �QIM = 2.25
whereas �QIM = 1 for the IntMDCT Eq. (10). The fact that
�QIM in the MDCT case is about twice as large as in the
IntMDCT case means that about 1 more bit can be embed-
ded at each MDCT coefficient, thus the embedding bit rate
should be greater for the IntMDCT by about 44.1 kbps/c.
This can be verified in Fig. 6 (and more easily in Fig. 7).
Note that to achieve �QIM = 1 for the MDCT, pe would
have to be set to around 10−2 which is quite a low SER.

Second, for both MDCT and IntMDCT, at a given bit
rate, the quality increases as the frame length increases, up
to 2048 and then decreases for 4096. The increasing trend
from 256 to 2048 can be explained by two factors:

1. The frequency resolution is very important for the
accuracy of the PAM, and increasing the frequency
resolution is done by increasing the frame length.

Table 3. Embedding bit rates given by the basic setting of the
PAM and maximum bit rates for an ODG of 0, for the 8
excerpts of data2 and for both MDCT and IntMDCT.

Bit Rates (kbps)

MDCT IntMDCT

Excerpt PAM ODG = 0 PAM ODG = 0

pop1 270 260 336 340
rock 356 360 422 420
rap 270 260 335 330
folk1 268 260 333 340
clas1 265 240 332 300
clas2 164 140 225 200
folk2 234 230 298 300
pop2 253 240 318 320

2. The MDCT coefficients are split into embedding
subbands of 32 coefficients. The smaller the frame
length, the larger a subband (in Hz), and thus the
coarser the masking curve. So when the frame length
is small the accuracy of the PAM is low.

As for the drop in performance for 4096, this can be
explained by the fact that, at a sampling frequency of
44.1 kHz and for some rapidly varying music signals, this
frame length (96 ms) can be too long for a time-frequency
analysis based on the local stationarity assumption. In-
deed, within such a long frame, the human auditory system
can sometimes separate the temporal activations of some
sounds; and the PAM will apply an irrelevant frequency
masking model to those sounds. The fact that the frame
length of 2048 shows the best behavior is not a surprise,
as it is the length commonly used for the MDCT in PAC
(for example it is the basic frame length for MPEG2-AAC
[15]). For the rest of the experiments, we set N = 2048.

Finally, it can be noted that the basic setting of the PAM
(Eq. (18), or α = 0 in Eq. (21)) corresponds quite well to
the assumed limit for signals high-quality (ODG = 0). To
check this we made the following complementary experi-
ment. Each one of the 8 excerpts of dataset data2 have been
first embedded at the bit rate given by the basic setting
of the PAM. We found ODG values very close to 0. We
then modified the α value and used the PEAQ algorithm to
find for each excerpt the maximum embedding bit rate en-
suring ODG=0. The initial and modified bit rates are given
Table 3. It can be noted that for the majority of the excerpts,
the initial bit rate is very close to the maximum bit rate with
an ODG of 0. This means that the basic setting of the PAM
is appropriate to provide embedded signals without qual-
ity impairments in most cases. Furthermore, this setting is
close to the limit for quality preservation.

4.4 Comparison with State-of-the-Art System
The performance of our system were compared with the

performance of the system of Cvejic et al. [10], as the aim
of this system was quite similar (high embedding bit rate,
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no particular robustness constraint). Their system works as
follows:

1. The signal is split into frames of 512 samples.
2. Each frame is transformed using the Haar wavelet

transform.
3. Data are embedded within the wavelet coefficients

using the LSB scheme with a fixed number of bits
(i.e., this number is the same for all the frames and
coefficients; values in the range 2–9 are tested in the
present study, corresponding to bit rates within the
approximate range 100–400 kbps/c with 44.1 kbps/c
spacing).

4. The signal is reverted back in the time-domain and
PCM quantized.

The BER of the wavelet system is approximately 10−4,
therefore its performance can be compared with the ones
of our MDCT system (with pe = 10−4), and of course
with the ones of our IntMDCT system, presented in the
previous section. The comparative results are given in
Fig. 7.

In a general manner, the ODGs for the wavelet system
are in between the ODGs of the IntMDCT and the MDCT
systems. The wavelet system sticks more closely to the
MDCT system for bit rates below 250 kbps/c (especially
for the median ODG) and sticks more closely to the Int-
MDCT system for bit rates above 300 kbps/c. Except for
median ODG at about 400 kbps/c, which is an irrelevant
setting that corresponds to very low signal quality, the Int-
MDCT system outperforms the wavelet system within a
range of approximately 10 to 50 kbps/c (depending on bit
rate and mean/median measure). Note that the maximal
difference between the IntMDCT system and the wavelet
system occurs within the relevant range of bit rate (approx-
imately 200–300 kbps/c) where the ODG obtained with the
IntMDCT system is higher than −0.5.

Even if the MDCT system seems to perform less effi-
ciently than the wavelet system, a major advantage of both
the MDCT and IntMDCT systems compared to the wavelet
system is the fact that the basic setting of the PAM en-
ables for an automatic optimal setting of the embedding
bitrate that ensures high quality of the embedded signals,
as explained at the end of Sec. 4.3. Moreover, this qual-
ity is guaranteed for the whole signal. In contrast, there is
no PAM for the control of the wavelet system, at least as
proposed in [10]. Therefore there is no possibility to know
beforehand how many bits can be used to embed data in the
wavelet coefficients without quality impairments, hence it
is very difficult to maximize the embedding bit rate. This
is very problematic for long sequences of music; because
the embedding setting is not adapted to the signal con-
tent, we observed that when the energy of the signal is low
the embedding can be clearly audible. The proposed system
(more particularly the IntMDCT system but also the MDCT
system) yields better results and is easier to use when the
user wants high embedding bit rates without quality im-
pairments for long non-stationary audio sequences (which
is the case for most music signals). Moreover, recall that the

possibility to control the bit rate/quality trade-off through
the setting of α makes our system particularly flexible.

4.5 Validation of the PEAQ Algorithm
The PEAQ algorithm was not initially designed for data

hiding techniques. A subjective listening test was thus per-
formed using dataset data2 to confirm the results reported
above.

The experimental protocol for the subjective listening
test was the following: for each excerpt, and for both the
MDCT and the IntMDCT (frame length 2048), the PEAQ
algorithm was used to find the highest embedding bitrates
giving ODGs of 0 and −1. The resulting 32 sound samples
(8 10-second excerpts × 2 transforms × 2 target ODGs)
were then evaluated by listeners according to the ITU rec-
ommendation [16], i.e., a double-blind triple stimuli test.
The subjects had a training phase during which they could
listen to 4 samples of different ODGs (as many times as
they wanted to) to make them familiar with the effects of
the data hiding system. Then they had to grade the 32 test
samples within ODG/SDG scale of Table 1. Twenty sub-
jects performed the test but only 11 were validated by t-test
post-screening [16] as the differences were quite hard to
detect.

The resulting Subjective Difference Grades (SDG) are
given Fig. 8. For a target ODG of 0, for both the MDCT
and the IntMDCT, the ODG and the SDG seem to be quite
coherent. The difference between the SDG mean value and
the target ODG is quite small: it is generally lower than 0.25
in absolute value. Although the corresponding medians are
not shown, it can be noted that the difference between the
SDG median value and the target ODG is always zero. All
these results mean that when the PEAQ algorithm gives
an ODG of 0, the difference is very likely to be inaudible.
For a target ODG of −1, for both the MDCT and the Int-
MDCT, the results seem slightly less constant among the
excerpts. However, except for folk2, the SDG values are
all higher than the target ODG, which seems to indicate
a “secure margin” for objective evaluation with PEAQ in
our experiments, and thus strongly supports the use of this
algorithm.

5 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The data hiding technique presented in this paper en-
ables to embed data in PCM audio signals with adjustable
embedding rate while ensuring a very good quality even
for high embedding rates (up to 250–300 kbps/c depending
on the musical content). The best results are obtained with
the IntMDCT transform and outperform a reference system
based on wavelet transform. This system can be used in
“enriched-content” applications to provide additional fea-
tures to a given audio media. As for perceptual audio cod-
ing, the PAM that guarantees the quality of the embedded
signal is used only at the coder, and the computational cost
of the decoder is very low. Therefore, this system can be
used in real-time applications (for the decoding part). For
example, the decoder has been integrated in the real-time
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(b) IntMDCT, ODG=0.
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(c) MDCT, ODG=−1.
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(d) IntMDCT, ODG=−1.

Fig. 8. Mean SDG with 95% confidence interval for the subjective listening test on 8 excerpts of different musical styles, for the MDCT
system (left) and the IntMDCT system (right), and for target ODG = 0 (top) and target ODG = −1 (bottom). The frame length is 2048.

C/C++ implementation of the Informed Source Separation
(ISS) system presented in [22]. In this application the data
hiding system is used to embed in a music signal the codes
that identify the predominant source signals (instruments
and voices) in each bin of the TF plan, so that the source sig-
nals can be separated by a local mixture inversion process.
The necessary embedding rate is here lower than 64 kbps/c,
hence the inaudibility of the embedding process is guaran-
teed, and there is room for more voluminous information
in the future improvements of the ISS system. Because the
source separation is carried out in the MDCT domain, this
ISS system is a good example of appropriate compliance
between the proposed MDCT-based embedding system and
target application.

In further works we will try to improve the proposed
embedding system by improving the PAM, particularly the
pre-echo phenomenon, and improving the embedding sub-
bands distribution to gain in bit rate and quality.
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APPENDIX: PCM NOISE IN THE MDCT DOMAIN

We use the same notations as defined in the main text.
The following equations are valid for all frame indexes t
and frequency bins f ∈ [

0, N
2 − 1

]
, and when relevant, for

all sample indexes n ∈ [0, N − 1]. Recall that MDCT and
IMDCT equations are given by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) and let
us denote c(n, f ) = cos

(
2π
N n′ f ′).

Let x̂t (n) be the PCM-quantized version of xt (n), and let
bt (n) be the corresponding quantization noise:

x̂t (n) = xt (n) + bt (n). (23)

We assume that the noise samples bt (n) are independent
and that each sample follows the same uniform distribution
with variance σ2:

bt (n) ∼ U
(−�PCM

2 , �PCM
2

)
, (24)

σ2 = �2
PCM
12 . (25)

Let X̂t and Bt be the MDCT coefficient vectors of x̂t and
bt respectively. Since the MDCT is a linear transform, we
have:

X̂t = Xt + Bt , (26)

Let us denote:

b′
t (n, f ) = bt (n)w(n)c(n, f ). (27)

Bt ( f ) can be written

Bt ( f ) = 2√
N

N−1∑
n=0

b′
t (n, f ). (28)

Using a variation of the Central Limit Theorem (with
Lyapunov’s or Lindeberg’s condition, see theorem 1 in [12,
p. 548]), it can be proved that:

Bt ( f ) ∼ N
(
0, σ2

Bt ( f )

)
. (29)

with

σ2
Bt ( f ) = 4

N

N−1∑
n=0

σ2
b′

t (n, f ). (30)

Moreover, using Eq. (24) and Eq. (27), the variance of
b′

t (n, f ) is given by:

σ2
b′

t (n, f ) = �2
PCMw2(n)c2(n, f )

12
. (31)

Then it follows from Eq. (30) and Eq. (31) that:

σ2
Bt ( f ) = �2

PCM

3N

N−1∑
n=0

w2(n)c2(n, f ) (32)
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= �2
PCM

3N

⎛⎝ N
2 −1∑
n=0

w2(n)c2(n, f )

+
N−1∑
n= N

2

w2(n)c2(n, f )

⎞⎠ (33)

= �2
PCM

3N

N
2 −1∑
n=0

w2(n)(c2(n, f )

+ c2(N −1−n, f )) from (3) (34)

= �2
PCM

3N

N
2 −1∑
n=0

w2(n) (35)

= �2
PCM

3N

N

4
from (3) (36)

= �2
PCM

12
(37)

= σ2. (38)

And finally:

Bt ( f ) ∼ N (0, σ2), (39)

which is independent from f, t and N.
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